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1. Anders Haugen won a bronze in ski jumping, but due to a scoring error didn't get the medal until 1974, when he was 83
years old. Charles Jewtraw of the US won the first event held, the 500 meters in speed skating. Norwegian Thorleif Haug
and Finn Clas Thunberg each took three golds to pace all participants. Canada began its hockey dominance, running up a
104-2 tally in the prelims before beating the US 6-1 to take the gold. Billed as "The International Winter Sports Week,"
these results are from, FTP, what inaugural sports festival, held in Chamonix, France in 1924?
Answer:
The FIRST WINTER OLYMPICS or GAMES (accept answers such as the CHAMONIX
WINTER OLYMPICS or the 1924 WINTER OLYMPICS before that information is given in the question)
2. He may be based on Roberto Gomez Bolanos, whose successful but laughable superhero the Red Grasshopper can be
seen anywhere Spanish-language programming is available. He's played a foreign exchange student on Dawson's Creek,
and served as the judge on Donde Esta Justice? He has also been pinched on the behind and crushed by a giant baseball
on his own show, seen on Channel Ocho. While he once had a name badge on identifying him as Pedro, he is more
commonly known as, FTP, what, based on his usual manner of dress on The Simpsons?
BUMBLEBEE MAN
Answer:
3. Its original native-language printing in 1988 only saw 900 copies sold. Still, in 1993 HarperCollins printed 50000
copies, the largest first print run of a book by a Brazilian author. To date is has sold over 29 million copies in 56
languages. It tells the story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd who, dreaming of an Egyptian treasure, leaves home to
find it. Along the way he meets several people, including the one referred to in the title, and learns to believe in himself.
Such is the background of, FTP, what Paulo Coelho best seller which shares its name with a Ben Jonson play?
Answer:
The ALCHEMIST
4. Originally called Rainbow Butt Monkey, they recorded their first album, Lettersfrom Chutney, using money won in a
radio talent show. The showed hard rock credentials with soundtrack songs like "Suffocate" for Scream 3 and "Sad
Exchange" for Daredevil. They went the other way in covering Depeche Mode's "Walking in My Shoes" on their album
Greyest of Blue Skies. They went way opposite field for their acoustically-driven Billboard top 20 hit, the first single
from their current self-named album. Fronted by Scott Anderson, FTP name this band behind the song "One Thing."
Answer:
FINGER ELEVEN
5. Garry Marshall played one of the mobsters assembled to hear about Project Grand Slam. Theodore Bikel and Orson
Welles were passed over for the title role that went to Gert Frobe, even though his English was so bad most of his lines
were dubbed. Honor Blackman quit The Avengers to play the film's uniquely named female lead. This movie is believed
to be the first one to feature the Ford Mustang, and it's the last one where producers had to pay to use an Aston Martin.
This is some of the trivia behind, FTP, what 1964 Bond movie that did not see actress Shirley Eaton die after being coated
in metallic paint?
GOLDFINGER
Answer:
6. He was a 1999 inductee into the IGFA Fishing Hall of Fame and a 2001 Hall of Fame inductee of the Atlantic Salmon
Museum in New Brunswick. He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1991, and was made a Marine
colonel long after leaving the service. His best selling books include one on fishing, an autobiography called My Turn at
Bat, and the seminal The Science of Hitting. These are some of the non-playing accomplishments of, FTP, what Red Sox
outfielder who was also AL MVP in 1946 and 1949?
Answer:
Ted WILLIAMS
7. Development code names for its related software included Camelot, Amber, and Stout. The brainchild of John
Warnock, the first public discussion of it was at a 1991 Seybold conference in San Jose. It would go on to win a "Best of
Comdex" award the following year. It wasn't linkable to HTML pages until 1996, and the introduction of a Netscape
plug-in to view files in it led to further growth. The reader for it cracked the 100 million download mark by the time
version 4.05 was released in 1999. Originally based in the technology behind PostScript and Adobe lllustrator, name,
FTP, this popular file format.
Answer:
PDF or PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT

8. Songs on it that were co-written by its performer include "Behind These Hazel Eyes," "Addicted," and "Where Is Your
Heart." The last track is a live version of "Beautiful Disaster," a song from her first album. Its second single, "Since
You've Been Gone," follows a more rock-like sound -- funny given that its first, namesake single with a more pop sound
credits Avril Lavigne as a writer. Apparently not about scoring chances in basketball or hockey, name, FTP, this
sophomore effort by Kelly Clarkson.
Answer:
BREAKA WAY
9. Originally produced by LA's KTLA, it went network in 1952, airing after the late local news. Renzo Cesana played the
title role, and would read romantic passages or talk to couples out on a date. It returned in satirical form on January 20,
1990, with five separate appearances over the following decade where he would woo a visitor and take pains to keep her
from fleeing. Name, FTP, this suave character who, as played by Christopher Walken on Saturday Night Live, was
always offering us champagne (sham-PAN-ya).
Answer:
The CONTINENTAL
10. This phrase made its debut this past July at a party in the Hamptons, where its best known proponent was in
attendance with a copy of the Declaration of Independence as his date. With media support from BET, MTV, and Clear
Channel, stars promoting it included Paris Hilton, 50 Cent, and Mary J Blige, some of whom did not expire even though
they could not exercise the phrase's initial option due to legal ineligibility or lack of registration. Name, FTP, this three
word phrase that was the centerpiece of the P. Diddy-sponsored Citizen Change youth empowerment movement.
Answer:
VOTE OR DIE
11. Her most recent gig was helming the 2000 Jason Biggs-Mena Suvari movie Loser. She went uncredited for directing
parts of A Night at the Roxbury, which seems like a good move. She did get credit for directing Johnny Dangerously and
National Lampoon's European-Vacation, mixed bags at best. Her own pregnancy gave her the idea for Look Who's
Talking, while the writings of Jane Austen and Cameron Crowe led to her biggest successes. Name, FTP, this director
best known for the movies Fast Times at Ridgemont High and Clueless.
Answer:
Amy HECKERLING
12. Its old history told of a giant mole that could eat metal and locations like the Scarlet Jungle and Gold Volcano. From
this history we know that Argo City would eventually wind up on an asteroid, while its capital, Kandor, would be shrunk
and put in a bottle. It was also reported to have two moons, one of which was destroyed by the scientist Jax-Ur. That
incident prompted a ban on space flight, which was in place until one young individual was sent away before the planet
self-destructed due to internal pressures. FTP, name this planet whose only known survivor is Superman.
KRYPTON
Answer:
13. Founded 50 years ago by Frank Swift, it started its innovating in 1964 when it started to package its products in
netting and with a handle. 1972 saw the introduction of a lifting mechanism to get its product out of the pan, while an
instructional preparation booklet was included with each one sold starting in 1975. Based in Downers Grove, Illinois and
part of the ConAgra family of companies, it launched its best known service in 1981, one that now handles over 100,000
calls a year. Named for the special breed that gives it its broad breast and plump round shape, name, FTP, this poultry
brand that sponsors the Turkey Talk-Line.
BUTTERBALL
Answer:
14. The first celebrity guests were Kadeem Hardison and Lenny Clarke. Christine Ebersole and Jessica Alba took the
second trip. Julie Hagerty and Wil Wheaton were there for the third. David Birney was the first to show up in the original
and the revisited series. Marion Ross, Dick Van Patten and Ricardo Montalban also did double duty. Isaac, Julie, Vicki
and Captain Stubing all showed up during the second season, but it was too late to save the Pacific Princess, which still
ended up in dry dock after the cancellation of, FTP, what follow-up series?
Answer:
THE LOVE BOAT: THE NEXT WAVE
15. It was the song played to "wake up" the Mars Spirit Rover the morning it drove on the planet's surface. The Lubbock
kids sang it in a biker bar on Just the Ten of Us. Dana Carvey riled the crowd by singing it in Opportunity Knocks. Weird
AI's parody of this song involved a geeky mama's boy turned data entry lackey. The name of a 1990 Rita Rudner stand-up
tour and HBO special was a take-off on this title.FTP, name this hell-raising song, a number 2 hit for Steppenwolf.
Answer:
BORN TO BE WILD
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16. An island near Venice, it is known f()r its glassware, as its been a leading center for the craft since the 13 century. ill
the automotive world, it was introduced for the 2003 model year, the cheaper little brother to the illfiniti FX series. A
SUV-sedan crossover, it is available in S, SL, and SE packages, the cheap~st of which will run you $26,850. Best known
for its popular Sunlit Copper exterior color, name, FTP, this odd-looking Nissan.
Answer:
MURANO
17. Its roots can be traced back to a 1919 proposal by Hazel Wightman, though it started competition in 1962 as a way to
celebrate its sponsoring organization's 50th anniversary. Past sponsors include Colgate and NEC, though in the early
years there were no sponsors and no prize money. Even so, 16 countries participated in the first one, held at the Queen's
Club in London. The US won its first of 17 titles that year, the last win being a 5-0 rout of Spain in 2000. This year,
France will try to defend its title in, FfP, what premiere team competition of women's tennis?
Answer:
FEDeration CUP
18. She was born in London to George and Mary White. Her twin's name is Mimmy, and their friends include Cathy, a
white rabbit, Fifi, a lamb and Tippy, a bear. She first appeared on a coin purse in 1975 that sold for less than $1. ill 1981,
creator Yuko Shimizu put her in a car under the word "Vroom." Her appeal hasn't diminished over the last 25 years, as
McDonald's in Asia sold 4.5 million Happy Meals with a giveaway doll of this character. FfP, name her, the biggest hit
for Sanrio.
HELLO KITTY
Answer:
19. Its regular shows include Dogs With Jobs and The Dog Whisperer, but it's not Animal Planet. It also shows
MegaStructures and Mysteries of the Deep and is not TLC or the Discovery Channel. It has Totally Wild and Naked
Science but isn't the Playboy Channel. Launched in January 2001, it currently reaches 45 million US households. It no
longer features a daily news show hosted by Tom Foreman and Susan Roesgen. Name, FTP, this cable offshoot of a
popular yellow-bordered magazine.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL
Answer:
20. He twice got involved with women he made movies with - Meg Tilly, who he met while filming Valmont, and
Jennifer Ehle, who starred opposite him in a BBC miniseries version of Pride and Prejudice. He twice lost an on-screen
woman to a member of the Fiennes family - Ralph (RAPE) in The English Patient and Joseph in Shakespeare in Love.
He's also played a character with the last name of Darcy twice; fittingly, he's played the most recent of those characters, a
human rights lawyer named Mark Darcy, twice. Double your pleasure and, FfP, name this British actor who stars
opposite Renee Zellweger in the Bridget Jones movies.
Answer:
Colin FIRTH
21. illdustry has left tourist sites like Anaconda's Big Stack, a 585 foot smokestack that used to spew lead and arsenic, and
the Radon Health Mines in Basin and Boulder, former uranium mines whose radon emissions are touted as healthful for
various ailments. Cattle-based attractions include the stuffed remains of the world's largest steer in Baker and Big Red,
the last oxen to haul freight over a local mountain pass. Three Forks used to have an oxen statue that urinated, but its been
destroyed. Such are .the tourist icons of, FfP, what western state that offers a testicle festival in Clinton (heh heh) and a
Brothel Museum in Butte?
MONTANA
Answer:
22. Frank Detomello, putting the 10 second rule into play, eats an egg he dropped on the floor - never minding that he
first took it out of a monkey's mouth. He later eats a bad oyster, which allows a character named Thrax to introduce an
infection that will kill Frank in 48 hours. Its up to the title character, and his temporary relieving sidekick Drix to fight the
infecetions and return Frank to health. Featuring Bill Murray as Frank and Chris Rock as the voice of the titular white
blood cell, this is the basic plot of, FfP, what 2001 animated movie?
OSMOSIS JONES
Answer:
23. After a dispute between management and ownership, it closed its doors November second of this year, but new
management plans to reopen, probably under a new name. It opened April 3, 1970, with Joe Cocker performing.
Originally called The Depot, it became Uncle Sam's, then Sam's, before assuming its best-known name in 1980. Along
with its smaller side venue, the 7th St. Entry, this club became the cornerstone of the Twin Cities music scene. FfP, name
this Minneapolis nightclub, which gained national attention as the backdrop for the film Purple Rain.
Answer:
FIRST A VENUE
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1. Have the seven years of gratuitous Chattanooga references worn you down? Name these famous people born in the
original Trashmasters host city, Nashville, FTPE:
a. Born in Nashville in 1952, he grew up in Annapolis while his father coached at Navy for 33 years. He was part of the
Giants coaching staff which won Super Bowls in 1986 and 1990, and as a head coach, won Super Bowls 36 and 38.
Answer:
Bill BELl CHICK
b. Born in 1978, this actor is a cancer survivor and has modeled for Calvin Klein and Prada despite his gawky appearance.
His breakthrough role as Kyle in Road Trip led to the lead as Dizzy Harrison in 2002's The New Guy.
Answer:
Donald Joseph QUALLS
c. Born Charles Hatcher in 1942, he had modest hits with "Agent Double-O Soul" in 1965 and "25 Miles" in 1969. After
the Temptations rejected a protest song he'd written, this singer recorded it himself, and turned "War" into one of the
biggest hits of 1970.
Answer:
Edwin STARR
2. FTPE, given a country, name the soccer team from it that is currently in the UEFA Champions League.
a. Portugal
Answer:
FC PORTO
b. Israel
Answer:
MACCABI TEL-AVIV
c. Sweden
Answer:
ROSENBORG
3. FTPE, name the song from the Beatles' White Album that John Lennon penned while the group was studying
Transcendental Meditation in India.
a. This song was written about Mia Farrow's sister, who chose to remain in focused study rather than mingle. John was
asked to help draw her out, and did so by writing about the "brand new day" and comparing its beauty to hers.
DEAR PRUDENCE
Answer:
b. On the other end of the spectrum, John wrote this song about a guy who used some free time at the ashram to hunt
tigers. The title character is a play on a famous Wild West character and a British comedic character named Jungle Jim.
Answer:
The CONTINUING STORY OF BUNGALOW BILL [prompt on Bungalow Bill]
c. As John grew tired ofthe Maharishi's personal actions, he wrote this song, which was originally called "Maharishi."
Possible legal problems led him to use this alliterative title with a woman's name instead.
Answer:
SEXY SADIE

4. VISUAL BONUS! On this sheet are three screen shots from different Sid & Marty Krofft TV show. FTPE, name the
show from the screen shot. Please match letter and show!
a. The LOST SAUCER b. WONDERBUG c. The BUGALOOS
Answer:
5. At this point last year all things old seemed new again, at least at the movies. Given clues about a December 2003 film,
name it FTP, or from other information FFP.
a.
10: Nick Cannon and Christina Milian star in a hip-hop remake of a 1987 film, with a J. Lo song title as its name.
5: The original, using a Beatles song for a title, had Patrick Dempsey starring as a lonely loser who pays for the
love of a popular girl so he can fit in with the cool kids.
Answer:
(10) LOVE DON'T COST A THING, (5) CAN'T BUY ME LOVE
b.
10: This 2003 release was the first since Silkwood to feature both Cher and Meryl Streep.
5: This Farrelly brothers movie starred Oscar winner Matt Damon and Oscar nominee Greg Kinnear as conjoined twins.
Answer:
STUCK ON YOU [yes, Damon won an Oscar -- a screenplay Oscar]
c.
10: The 1950s version of this film starred Clifton Webb and Myrna Loy, and featured Jeanne Crain, Barbara
Bates, Betty Barker, Patti Brady, Teddy Driver, Jimmy Hunt, Roddy McCaskill, Carole Nugent, Norman Ollestad, Frank
Orth, Anthony Sydes and Tina Thompson.
5: The 2003 version starred Steve Martin and Bonnie Hunt, and featured Piper Perabo, Tom Welling, Hilary Duff,
Kevin G. Schmidt, Alyson Stoner, Jacob Smith, Liliana Mumy, Morgan York, Forrest Landis, Blake Woodruff, Brent
Kinsman and Shane Kinsman.
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN
Answer:
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Their lone Grammy win was in the Best New Artist category, which may explain why they disbanded in 1985. FTPE,
answer these questions on the iconic 1980s Australian pop band Men at Work.
a. This debut album spawned the group's two number 1 hits, "Who Can It Be Now?" and "Down Under."
Answer:
BUSINESS AS USUAL
b. The band was fronted by this lead singer, originally from Scotland, who would later form his own self-named band.
Answer:
Colin HAY
c. This anti-war song had a memorable video that began with clay animation and ended with a military officer mistaking
the big red button for an ashtray.
"IT'S A MISTAKE"
Answer:
7. Name these actors who were White House material FTP, or from being West Wing material FFPE.
a.
10: His portrayal of President James Foster was more or less a cameo as most of the movie follows the wacky
hijinx of his daughter, played by Mandy Moore, in Chasing Liberty.
5: Even with his loose cannon child, he fared better in Chasing Liberty than in his role as Simon Donovan, the
Secret Service agent and potential CJ Cregg love interest gunned down during a stick-up.
Answer:
Mark HARMON
b.
10: In Canadian Bacon, he plays the US President who decides to boost his numbers by starting a fracas with
Canada.
5: His turn as California Republican Arnold Vinick (against type given the actor's liberalism) may see him inherit
the Oval Office from Martin Sheen - if the show lasts long enough.
Answer:
Alan ALDA
c.
10: He played LBJ in the 2002 miniseries RFK and played President Bob Fowler in the movie adaptation of Tom
Clancy's The Sum of All Fears.
5: Better known for playing a pig farmer, he has appeared on The West Wing as former President D. Wire
Newman
Answer:
James CROMWELL
8. In Homestarrunner's"Halloween Fairstival" cartoon, the gang put together some brilliant costumes. For 5 points each
and a 5 point bonus for all 5, identify the Homestar character who dressed as the following:
. a. Sigmund the Sea Monster
THE CHEAT
Answer:
b. Lion-O
Answer:
The POOPSMITH
c. Carl Spackler from Caddyshack
Answer:
HOMESTAR Runner
d. Detroit Piston Ben Wallace
Answer:
STRONGMAD
e. The mayor of Halloweentown
Answer:
The KING OF TOWN
9. FTPE, name these games featured in Games Magazine's Games 100.
a. Winning the Best Party Game category is this new Cranium offering. Players work cooperatively to answer questions in
four categories: Cloodle, Tonguetied, Soundstage, and Tweener.
Answer:
Cranium: HOOPLA
b. This biblical adaptation of Carcassonne adds temples anda Prophet token to the tile-laying game. Indiana Jones and
melting Nazis not included.
Answer:
The ARK OF THE COVENANT
c. Steve Jackson Games published this non-electronic version of Milton Bradley's classic Dark Tower game, but
incorporated John Kovalic's gaming cornic into the design.
DORK TOWER
Answer:

10. What with the lockout and all you may have missed that there was a class inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame last
month. Three players were inducted, and for the first time ever they were all defensemen. FTPE, name:
a. The one who leads all defensemen in career points, goals, and assists.
Answer:
Ray BOURQUE
b. The one who holds the records for career playoff goals and points by a defenseman, as well as the single-season goal
mark for blueliners.
Answer:
Paul COFFEY
c. The one who retired with 1615 regular season games, the most by a defenseman at the time of his retirement (since
passed by Scott Stevens). In 21 seasons, he would play fewer than 75 games in a season once.
Answer:
Larry MURPHY
11. Given the treatment someone gets in Al Franken's Lies and the Lying Liars Who Tell Them, name them FTPE.
a. His name appears in smaller print than the normal text, serving as a visual reminder that this man, Fox News Channel's
only "liberal," is paid to serve as a punching bag for his ultra-conservative co-host.
Answer:
Alan COLMES
b. This conservative is named in the book's second and third chapters, which illustrate ways in which she lies - including
changing her age when going from her Connecticut driver's licence to her DC one.
Answer:
Anne COULTER
c. Franken also recounts a time where he "bitch slapped" this former CBS commentator, whose book on liberal bias in the
media quoted John Chancellor to show he was being easy on communists, but missed that he was commenting on the
recently-ended pro-Soviet coup.
Answer:
Bernard GOLDBERG
12. Name the heist movie FTPE.
a. In this 2004 release, Max and Lola are goaded out of retirement by FBI agent Stan Lloyd in the hopes that he'll finally
catch them in the act. Don Cheadle co-stars.
AFTER THE SUNSET
Answer:
b. Jack Foley busts out of a Florida prison and meets up with Buddy Bragg so they can go to suburban Detroit to steal
uncut diamonds in this 1998 movie. Don Cheadle co-stars.
OUT OF SIGHT
Answer:
c. Alex Gates works with safecracker Victor to steal a diamond necklace. His weekend trip to pawn the bauble is put in
jeopardy by his wife, who thinks he's going off to meet another woman. Don Cheadle does not co-star in this 1996 Jack
Nicholson film.
BLOOD AND WINE
Answer:
13. FTPE, name the person given salient points about their career.
a. A former percussionist for Bryan Ferry, her 1992 debut album Tongues and Tails spawned her biggest hit single, the
top 5 song "Damn I Wish I Was Your Lover."
Answer:
Sophie B. HAWKINS
b. After making a mint through distributing Birth of a Nation, this movie mogul would go on to produce films like BenHur, Dinner at Eight, and the Andy Hardy series. He'd also help found a major studio and help start the Academy of
Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences.
Answer:
Louis B. MAYER
c. The 23 rd overall pick in the 1975 NBA draft, he played for the Sixers, Clippers, Warriors, Cavs, and Rockets before
retiring in 1987. He was a 1980 All Star and is 49 th on the NBA's all-time scoring list.
Answer:
World B. (nee Lloyd) FREE
14. Thanks to VH-l, we can now find grunge all quaint and nostalgic. FTPE, given a trio of grunge-type songs, name the
album that spawned them.
a. "My Wave," "Spoonman," "Black Hole Sun"
Answer:
SUPERUNKNOWN by Soundgarden
b. "Go," "Dissident," "Elderly Woman Behind the Counter in a Small Town"
Answer:
VS. by Pearl Jam
c. "Rooster," "Angry Chair," "Would?"
Answer:
DIRT by Alice in Chains
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FTPE, name these TV people with a similarity from clues.
a. With Stacey London, he hosts TLC's version of the BBC show What Not to Wear.
Answer:
Clinton KELLY
b. This friend of Sara Rush and eventual tenant of Harry Rush on Too Close for Comfort was played by Jim J Bullock.
Answer:
Monroe FICUS
c. His Talent Scouts TV program ran for a decade and uncovered acts such as the McGuire Sisters and Pat Boone. Many
of those acts would later appear with him and His Friends. Both shows landed in the top 3 for the season in the early 50s.
Answer:
Arthur GODFREY
(the link, of course, is that all three have first names that are Presidential last names)
16. The sucking up to the wife continues. FTPE, name these pro athletes who were born in Maine but who aren't hockey
players.
a. While he only spent three years playing with Cleveland, this native of Old Town was the first recognized Native
American pro baseball player. Legend says he was the reason the Spiders became the Indians, though its likely untrue.
Answer:
Louis SOCKALEXIS
b. Born in Bangor, he played college hoops at Vanderbilt and was on the 1984 gold medal-winning Olympic men's
basketball team. His 10 year NBA career saw him play for Orlando and Vancouver before his 1996 retirement. He's now
an Orlando Magic radio color guy.
Answer:
Jeff TURNER
c. Hailing from Newburgh, he drives the number 11 VigorolHome Depot Chevy for Joe Gibbs Racing. He's best known
for his win over Kurt Busch at last year's Carolina Dodge Dealers 400, where he banged his way to the closest win since
NASCAR went to electronic scoring.
Answer:
Ricky CRAVEN
17. The Horse Whisperer claimed to "introduce" us to Scarlett Johannson, odd given that it was her seventh film. FTPE,
name these films she appeared in before The Horse Whisperer.
a. Her first credited film role was as Laura Nelson in this 1994 film about a boy searching for better parents, most notable
for a Roger Ebert review that noted "I hated this movie. Hated hated hated hated hated this movie."
Answer:
NORTH
b. Johannson played Emily in this 1996 movie that starred Sarah Jessica Parker, though most people think Elle
MacPherson played the title woman.
Answer:
IF LUCY FELL
c. It didn't get much better for Johannson, as she played Molly Pruitt, sister of the main character of this 1997 sequel.
That main character was played by Alex Linz, who took over for the rapidly aging Macauley Culkin.
HOME ALONE 3
Answer:

18.
While you wouldn't think you'd know many of the players from the Long Beach Jam of the ABA, you actually do.
FTPE, name the player given some info.
a. He spent last season with the ABA's Las Vegas Rattlers before signing with Long Beach in October. You know him
better from his rap label, No Limit.
Answer:
Percy MILLER or MASTER P
b. While he played a crucial role in Long Beach's winning the ABA title last season, you'd know him now as a Phoenix
Suns guard and the first Japanese player to make a regular season NBA roster.
Answer:
Yuta TAB USE
c. Long Beach recently signed this center-forward,a former Virginia Cavalier who spent 16 seasons in the NBA with
Seattle, the Clippers, Sacramento, Detroit, and Utah. He may be best remembered, though, for getting into trouble in
2000 by impersonating a police officer.
Answer:
Olden POLYNICE
19. Given a trio of roller coasters, name the amusement park you'd find them in FTPE.
a. Deja Vu, Scream!, X
Six Flags MAGIC MOUNTAIN
Answer:
b. Millenium Force, Wicked Twister, Top Thrill Dragster
CEDAR POINT
Answer:
c. Cheetah Chase, Gwazi, Montu
Answer:
BUSCH GARDENS TAMPA

20. If you've been watching this season of The Apprentice, you're in luck. If not, hope you still have your lame. Given
how someone got fired, name the contestant FTPE.
a. He earned immunity as the fIrst winning project manager, but then volunteered to give it up when his team lost. Trump
took him up on the offer and more or less fired him on principle.
Answer:
BRADFORD
b. A dodgy contractor and the decision to tum a 4 bedroom house into a 3 bedroom house led to his dismissal. He also got
shot down trying to get Robin's phone number.
Answer:
RAJ
c. Failure in creating a catalog for Levi's led to an unexpected double fIring, as the spineless project manager and the
control freak who took over the project without allowing others to help both got canned. Name either person.
Answer:
WES or MARIA
21.
FTSNOP, given a clothing line, name the rap/hip-hop personality behind it.
a. FFP, Rocawear
Answer:
JAY-Z
b.FTP,PhatFarm
Answer:
Russell SIMMONS
c. F15P, Fetish
Answer:
EVE
22. British musicians gathered this year to re-record "Do They Know It's Christmas?" Answer these questions about
Band Aid 20, for 10 points each.
a. Originally sung by Paul Young, the song's opening lines are now performed by this frontman and celebrity husband.
Answer:
Chris MARTIN
b. Saying he hated singing it in the first place, this singer is the only featured vocalist back from the original lineup,
reprising his line "well tonight thank God it's them instead of you. "
Answer:
BONO (acc. Paul HEWSON or "THAT JACKASS BONO")
c. Born three years after the original Band Aid convened, this R&B waif showed her age by referring to Bob Geldof as
"Gandalf."
Answer:
Joss STONE
23.
As one could expect, Shaun of the Dead had plenty of shoutouts to the zombie genre. FTPE:
a. Shaun tried to make reservations at an Italian restaurant named for this director of Zombi, The Gates of Hell, and
Zombie Hell House.
Answer:
Lucio FULCI
b. Shaun works in an electronics store apparently named for this actor, who played Peter in the original Dawn of the Dead
and Roger Rockmore on Kenan & Kel.
Answer:
Ken FOREE
c. Shaun's mum is given this fIrst name, an homage to George Romero's Night of the Living Dead. In the earlier fIlm, the
namesake character survives an attack in a cemetery, and becomes catatonic.
Answer:
BARBARA
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GERBILS VISUAL BONUS: Identify the Sid & Marty Krofft series from screenshots, 10 points each:

